
INFER Alert Report
Brothers of Italy Party

The likelihood of the Brothers of Italy Party
winning the most seats in the 2022 Italian general
election has increased by 21% over the 45 days.
Italy will hold an early election on 25 September 2022 after President Sergio Mattarella dissolved
parliament on 21 July 2022 following Mario Draghi’s resignation as prime minister. The center-right
Brothers of Italy and the center-left Democratic Party were head-to-head in the first polls conducted
after Draghi’s resignation, with Brothers of Italy emerging as the main party in the center-right
coalition (Bloomberg). Over the last month, Brothers of Italy has continued to gain momentum in the
latest polling.

INFER Forecast Question: Will the Brothers of Italy Party (FdI) win the most seats in the
2022 Italian general election?

Based on 94 forecasts by 46 forecasters:

Possible Answer 1 August 2022 14 September 2022

Yes 49% 70% (+21%)

No 51% 30% (-21%)

Why was this Alert Report issued?
Here are comments from forecasters who have recently updated their forecast assessments: (See Latest Forecasts and
Rationales)

“FdI seems to have a fairly
clear polling lead, which
seems to be increasing.”

Tolga
10 September 2022, 12:39am ET

“Given the extraordinary
conditions in Europe, the
Italian penchant for
periodically voting in the
shiny new party (whatever
it may be), and
disenchantment with
Mattarella, the stage is set
for the FdI to win big.”

Adam6180
04 September 2022, 3:14pm ET

“Just over 3 weeks
remaining and PD is losing
ground in the polls. The
right is far more organized,
which helps with the
unique hybrid voting
system.”

DippySkippy
01 September 2022, 11:26pm ET

Consensus Trend

This report is a summation of crowd-sourced predictions. It should not be viewed as an analytic product.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-21/italy-set-to-hold-early-elections-on-september-25
https://www.infer-pub.com/questions/1110-will-the-brothers-of-italy-party-fdl-win-the-most-seats-in-the-2022-italian-general-election
https://www.infer-pub.com/questions/1110-will-the-brothers-of-italy-party-fdl-win-the-most-seats-in-the-2022-italian-general-election
https://www.infer-pub.com/forecaster/Tolga
https://www.infer-pub.com/forecaster/Adam6180
https://www.infer-pub.com/forecaster/DippySkippy


INFER, short for INtegrated Forecasting and Estimates of Risk, is a forecasting program designed to
generate valuable signals and early warning about the future of critical science and technology
trends and events for U.S. Government policymakers. INFER empowers scientists, researchers,
analysts, and hobbyists from inside and outside the U.S. Government to have a direct impact on
policy and decision-making. The public portion of INFER is one of multiple forecasting sites
operating as part of this program. INFER is run by the non-profit Applied Research Laboratory for
Intelligence and Security (ARLIS) at the University of Maryland in partnership with Cultivate Labs.

For questions about the project, email infer-public@cultivatelabs.com
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